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Abstract. Spontaneous (metastable) and surface-induced decay reactions for multiply charged fullerene
ions, investigated recently in Innsbruck, are reviewed. Results discussed include the mechanisms and
energetics of C2 evaporation and charge separation reactions, the secondary electron emission upon impact
on gold surfaces, and surface-induced reactions of singly and multiply charged fullerene ions.

PACS. 36.40.Qv Stability and fragmentation of clusters – 81.05.Tp Fullerenes and related materials; dia-
monds, graphite

1 Introduction

From the very first experiments performed right after the
discovery of the Buckminster fullerene in 1985 [1], the sta-
bility of these molecules has turned out to be exceptionally
high. In contrast to molecules of comparable size, fullerenes
in general, and in particular, the fascinating C60 molecule,
can be exposed to external forces and stress without caus-
ing destruction of the cage. For instance, in the case of col-
lisions with clean metallic surfaces, fullerenes bounce back
almost elastically up to impact energies of 300 eV (which
corresponds to a velocity of about 10 km/s) [2]. Further-
more, in an oven, C60 can be heated up to about 1200 K
without being destroyed [3]. Moreover, for electron im-
pact ionization, only at electron energies larger than about
45 eV can dissociative ionization reactions be observed for
time scales of several µs [4]. Finally, C60 can be charged
up to z = 9+ without being destroyed in a Coulomb explo-
sion [5, 6].

Until recently, the “fullerene community” was split into
two groups concerning the question of the dominant frag-
mentation mechanism for fullerene ions Cz+∗60 decaying into
fragments with sizes below Cz+58 ; i.e., whether it is a fission-
like process splitting the fullerene into two fragments or
a sequential C2 evaporation mechanism leading to the fi-
nal dissociation products. From an energetic point of view,
the first process should be more likely, but statistical ar-
guments are in favor of the second type of decay [7]. Re-
cent results from our laboratory elucidating this question
and related topics will be summarized in this review. It
is interesting to note in this context that Opitz and Hu-
ber [8] recently measured correlations between fragment

ions for Cz+60 generated through collisions of C60 with mul-
tiply charged ion beams.

2 Metastable decay reactions

Figure 1 shows a mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy (MIKE)
spectrum of the C4+

60 parent ion that was created by elec-
tron impact ionization. It should be mentioned that the
primary ion signal had to be corrected due to a coincidence
with the fragment ion C+

15 which has the same mass-per-
charge ratio. This was done by the analysis of the isotopic
peak pattern of the mass peaks [9]. On the left side of the
parent ion signal there are two peaks, which indicate the
formation of the fragment ions C4+

58 and C4+
56 , respectively.

It is not possible to determine in the present case whether
the C4+

56 ion is created by the emission of a single C4 unit or
by the successive ejection of two C2 fragments. On the right
side of the parent ion there are three peaks visible, which
are the result of the decay of C4+

60 into C3+
58 , C3+

56 , and C3+
54 ,

respectively. In these charge separation reactions, two ions
are formed; therefore, it might be possible to measure also
the second, much lighter fragment ion in a MIKE scan.

The large peak width of the fragment ions with lower
charge state than the precursor ion in Fig. 1 indicates the
presence of a large kinetic energy release (KER) in these
decays. The Coulomb repulsion between the two fragment
ions is the reason for this. The minimum at the center of
the peak is a consequence of the fact that fragment ions
which repel each other perpendicularly to the direction of
the electrostatic sector field cannot pass the exit slit and
thus will not be detected. Moreover, it is possible to de-
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Fig. 1. MIKE spectrum of the C4+
60 parent ion and its fragment

ions. Notice the large peak width of the triply charged fragment
ions; this is a result of the Coulomb repulsion. It is possible to
determine from the width the kinetic energy which is released
in the fragmentation process.

termine the distance between the two fragment ions at the
instant of their formation if the interaction potential be-
tween the two ions is known [10]. We used three different
possible potential curves [11]. In the first approach, the
ions are assumed to be point charges. In the second curve,
the charges on the larger fragment are moveable on the sur-
face of the fullerene, and localize themselves at positions
where the Coulomb energy becomes a minimum. Finally,
the third potential curve treats the fullerene as a charged
metallic sphere. In this case, the ejected small fragment ion
creates an image charge in the fullerene at close distances;
this leads to an attractive force.

Figure 2 shows the potential curves calculated for the
two fragment ions, C3+

54 , and another small singly charged
particle. From the width of the C3+

54 peak in the MIKE
spectrum, it is possible to deduce the kinetic energy re-
lease (KER). Under the assumption that an intact C+

6 is
the second fragment ion, the KER is much smaller than as-
suming the sequential evaporation of two neutral C2 units
and one C+

2 ion. As the KER of a neutral C2 evaporation
is independent of the charge state of the precursor ion, and
is only about 0.4 eV [12, 13], the width of the MIKE peaks
measured in case of charge separation reactions will be de-
termined almost completely by the Coulomb repulsion of
the two fragment ions. In Fig. 2, the horizontal lines indi-
cate the KER values determined for the two different decay
mechanisms – a sequential C2 evaporation, and the release
of an intact C+

6 . The intersection of this horizontal line
with the potential curves gives the position where the two
fragment ions were formed. The assumption of a sequential
C2 evaporation leads to the strange result that the po-
tential curves representing charged conductive sphere and
moveable charge are not crossed at all by the high KER
value determined from the peak width. Moreover, the po-
tential curve corresponding to ideal point charges shows
an intersection at a distance which is inside of the fuller-
ene cage. However, the second fragment ion is treated as
a C+

6 ion, all potential curves cross the corresponding KER

Fig. 2. Interaction potentials between a small singly charged
ion and a multiply charged fullerene ion C3+

54 . The three curves
indicate three different approximations for the fullerene ion.
The vertical line at a distance of 3.2 Å represents the average
cage radius of C54. The two horizontal lines are the values of
the total kinetic energy release (KER) which can be determined
from the width of the MIKE peaks shown in Fig. 1. If the singly
charged small fragment ion is treated as a C+

6 , the KER value
is almost 3 times lower than that of a sequentially emitted C+

2 .

line at reasonable distances between the two fragment ions.
This is indirect proof that in case of charge separation re-
actions, the small fragment ion may contain more than two
carbon atoms.

The same method used for the measurement of the large
fragment ions (see above for the C4+

54 ) can be applied in
principle for the detection of the smaller fragment ion also.
But unfortunately the small fragment ion receives much
more of the total KER as a result of the momentum con-
servation. In case of the dissociation of C4+

60 into C3+
58 and

C+
2 , the lighter fragment ion gets 29 times more kinetic

energy than the heavy C3+
58 ion. This leads to several prob-

lems that make the observation of the C+
2 ion very diffi-

cult. First, the width of the MIKE peak will be extremely
large, and thus the height of the peak will be small; sec-
ond, the acceptance angle for the C+

2 ion will be very small,
so the minimum at the center of the peak will be much
more pronounced as compared to the large fragment ions.
In addition, the detection efficiency for a C+

2 ion, which
hits a conversion dynode, is much smaller than that of the
C3+

58 ion, which is formed in the same dissociation reac-
tion (both fragment ions have about the same velocity as
the precursor ion). Measurements of the electron emission
statistics of carbon cluster ions hitting a clean gold sur-
face show that the average number of electrons per ion at
a given velocity is directly proportional to the number of
carbon cluster constituents [14]. Because of these facts, it
is not possible to observe the C+

2 fragment ion in a MIKE
spectrum. In the case of a possible decay of C4+

60 into C3+
54

and C+
6 , the situation is more favorable, because the mass

ratio of the fragment ions is only 9. As compared to the pro-
duction of a C+

2 fragment ion this will reduce the width of
the MIKE peak of the lighter fragment ion C+

6 , and the ac-
ceptance angle will be increased. Furthermore, the average
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number of ejected electrons for a C+
6 fragment ion having

the same velocity as its precursor ion C4+
60 is approximately

three times that of a C+
2 fragment ion. Therefore, we are

indeed able to observe a MIKE peak for the fragment ion
C+

6 [15]. Moreover, the KER determined from the width of
this peak is in good agreement with the KER determined
from the width of the C3+

54 fragment ion. In addition, the
areas of the two fragment ion peaks C3+

54 and C+
6 are more

or less the same, if one takes into consideration the smaller
acceptance angle and the smaller detection efficiency for
the lighter particle.

3 Sequential decay reactions

In contrast to these observations, we could also observe
sequential C2 loss of both neutral [16] and charged [17] par-
ticles. In the case that the charge of the precursor ion stays
completely on the larger fragment ion, it could be shown
that sequential C2 evaporation is the dominant process for
the production of fragment ions Cz+m from a precursor ion
Cz+n , with m < n−2.

4 Electron emission by surface impact

Besides these studies, which were performed on free
molecules in the gas phase, we investigated processes which
are induced by the impact of fullerene ions on a metallic
surface. The first property we looked at was the secondary
electron emission statistics induced by the impact of car-
bon cluster ions on a clean polycrystalline gold surface.
The secondary electron emission can be described by two
different mechanisms [18]. One is the result of the transfer
of kinetic energy of a projectile electron to electrons in the
conduction band of the surface, or kinetic emission. This
part of the secondary electron emission is strongly depen-
dent on the velocity of the projectile. This effect is used
by many particle detectors in case of large molecules or
clusters. A strong post-acceleration of the ion will lead to
higher probability of secondary electrons and thus higher
detection efficiency. The other mechanism leads to Auger
electrons, which can be observed if the potential energy of
the projectile is larger than twice the work function of the
surface.

Figure 3 shows as an example the average number of
electrons per incident ion as a function of the projectile
velocity for sodium and neon [19]. Whereas the electron
yield for sodium continuously decreases with decreasing
velocity, the curve for neon stays at about 0.1, even at very
small velocities. This is due to the fact that the ionization
energy of neon is larger than twice the work function of
the surface used, which is, in the present case, gold. The
ionization energies of fullerenes were investigated in detail
both theoretically and experimentally [20]. In case of quin-
tuply charged fullerenes, the total ionization energy is on
the order of 50 eV and thus much larger than the poten-
tial energy of Ne. Therefore, one would expect that such
highly charged fullerenes show clear evidence of potential

Fig. 3. The average number of emitted electrons (=yield) is
plotted versus the projectile velocity. The upper part (a) shows
the yield per ion of the atomic projectiles Ne+ and Na+, re-
spectively. One can clearly see that singly charged neon atoms
emit electrons even if they hit the surface (in the present case,
a clean polycrystalline gold surface) at very low velocities. The
emission of secondary electrons which is independent of the vel-
ocity of the ions, is called potential emission. These data have
been taken from Lakits et al. [19] and Winter et al. [14]. The
lower part (b) shows the yield per carbon atom of differently
sized and charged fullerene ions. The yield for these fullerene
ions shows no potential emission.

emission. Surprisingly, all fullerene ions show exactly the
same electron emission yield as a function of the velocity
when the yield is normalized to the cluster size (see Fig. 3).
A possible explanation for this is the fast transfer of elec-
tronic energy (due to the neutralization) into vibrational
degrees of freedom. Molecular dynamics calculations ap-
pear to support this idea [21].

5 Surface-induced reactions

A recently constructed new experimental setup allows us
to measure secondary ions, which are formed by the impact
of a mass-selected ion on a metallic surface, as a func-
tion of the impact energy [22]. The energy resolution of
this experimental setup is on the order of 100 meV, in case
of molecular projectiles. The secondary ion mass spectra
obtained from singly charged fullerenes are in good agree-
ment with the literature [23]. Up to about 250 eV, fullerene
ions show no fragmentation, and only the reflected primary
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Fig. 4. Secondary ions were investigated upon the collision of
differently charged C60 ions with a stainless steel surface. The
relative ion intensity versus the impact energy is plotted. The
upper part shows the nonfragmented singly charged C60 sec-
ondary ion. There is a well-pronounced shift of the ion intensity
of about 50 eV to the left when the charge state of the primary
ion is increased by 1. The same shift of 50 eV can be seen in the
lower part for the maxima of the C+

58 secondary ion signal.

ion can be observed. In contrast to the studies already
published, we were also interested in the secondary ion
mass spectra of highly charged fullerenes. Figure 4 shows
the relative intensity of two different singly charged sec-
ondary ions (no multiply charged secondary ions have been
observed) as a function of the impact energy for singly,
doubly, and triply charged fullerene primary ions. The dif-
ferent symbols are for the different charge states of the pri-
mary ion Cz+60 (with z = 1 to 3). The intact C+

60 secondary
ion yield decreases continuously with increasing impact
energy for all charge states (see upper part of Fig. 4). It
can be seen that the relative ion intensity of the C+

60 sec-
ondary ion is smaller at the same impact energy for more
highly charged precursor ions. This explains qualitatively
that the neutralization by a surface collision indeed leads
to a stronger fragmentation. The horizontal shift of the
curves is about 50 eV. The same shift of 50 eV can be seen
in the maximum of the C+

58 ion signal shown in the lower
part of the figure. As only about 10%–20% of the collision
energy will be transferred into internal energy [24] the dif-
ference in the internal energy between the different charge
states will be on the order of 10 eV. This is in very good
agreement with the ionization energies determined for C60

in different charge states.
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